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I stopień studiów 
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http://th-www.if.uj.edu.pl/~erichter/dydaktyka/Dydaktyka2020/DataScience-

2020/index.html 

Ready, but I can still have few ideas to make course more interesting. 
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LABS 

13/10/2020 
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 Normal times:    run in person  

 Time for you to write your code and (for me) to 
disscuss with each student her/his progress with 
assignments. 

 COVID-19 times: run on-line  

 We will go through content of assigments, present  
(mostly you) results of analyses and observations, 
have short oral presentations (please be active) 

 Ocassion to share with everybody problems, 
exchange snippets of the code or interesting 
observations.  



Assignments, Project, Short Presentations 
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This is not a course of programming, but you will be expected to write 
programs.  

 Baseline is python + anaconda libraries.  

 You can use also R or other Data Science specific programming 
language/library  

I will not be teaching you programming or helping to debug your 
code, you are on your own … 

For labs you will be graded with: 

     completed assignments:   7 + optional    -  max 72 scores 

     personalised project                                 - max 25 scores 

     short topical presentations                       - max 25 scores 

Graded will be not (necessarily) quality of the code, but maturity of 
how you analyse and interpret the data. 

To pass the course you need to collect at least 65 scores. 



Assignments, Project, Short Presentations 
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PEGAZ system:  

This system we will use to collect your 
assigments/projects/short presentations 

 I will be sending you back comments 

 You will see your grades there 

Please don’t use email to send me your scripts! 

 

MSTeams:  

This system we will use for on-line classes 

 you can use it also for communication among yourself, eg. 
setting up chats/meetings within a team 

 for communication with me preferably use emails 



PEGAZ  system:  
use to submit your assignments/projects/presentations. 
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PEGAZ  system:  
use to submit your assignments/projects/presentations. 

13/10/2020 
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